
  

IV Electrophysiology
1) Non-invasive Methods
    a) Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging
    b) Electro- and magnetoencephalography
 2) Electrophysiology
 3) Some experiments of the Heidelberg MEG group



  

1 a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging

T = Tesla

room temperature:

earth magnetic field:

1 T = 10000 earth m. f:

statistical equilibrium:

HF -field  with frequency                                     deviation of statistical equilibrium.
Restoration by emission of radiation with this frequency. 

The magnetic field at the resonating spin, normally of the proton, is also 
determined by the electrons of the surrounding chemical environment. It is 
special for water, e.g. 



  



  



  

Essential ingredients for MRI:

* Huge magnet in order to produce a magnetic field of several Tesla
* A HF generator with the appropriate frequency 
* A time and space dependent magnetic field which guarantees that at a certain     
  time the frequancy condition                   is satified for a fixed layer (tomography)
* Detection devices

One turns on the HF for time       and measures for time 
By choice of these times and other procedures (spin echo) one can give different 
weight to the restoration of the equilibrium magnetization,     weighted, or the 
decay of the transverse magnetization,         weighted



  

Anatomical pictures of the brain: One chooses resonance for water: 
Liquor:  much water, black
neurons: medium water content, gray
glia cells: no water: white

example: cortex-mri/HGD_Kopf/analyze/,,,,hdr



  

Functional magnetic resonance imaging

Neural activity    increased blood circulation
complicated: more blood, 2 s after activation increase of  oxigenated blood (Hb, 
HbO2) at the expense of desoxigenated blood (HBr, dHB). In Hbr unpaired 
electrons, large spin-spin-relaxation, in HBO2 paired electrons, dimagnetic, weak 
spin-spin interaction. This yields some difference of radiation from regions with 
and without activation. 
Delicate interpretation. errors due to subtraction of ``pictures'', depends on 
choosen threshold. 

Positron Emission Tomography
In principle similar to FMRI, since it is sensitive to haemodynamics. Inject beta+ 
active source and determine region of increased glucose supply by measuring the 
gamma quanta from positron annihilation in coincidence. 



  

FMRI for sound - silence
for 6 subjects



  

1 b Electro- and Magnetoencephalography (EEG and MEG)

More direct than FMRI and PET, since direct consequences of synaptic 
currents are measured.

Current dipole moment: localized 
current times length of it  [A m]

synaptic current           20 fA m
1 Million synapses       20 nAm



  

The currents lead to electric potentials on the scalp (EEG) and to magnetic fields 
(MEG). 

Strength of magnetic field: order of 100 fT (earth 10^8 stronger) 

measuring device; SQuIDs



  



  

Given                , the primary current and             the conductivity inside the skull,

wanted the magnetic field            and/or the electric potential           outside the skull

Ohm 

Ampere

, current conservation and b.c 

allow to calculate as linear functional of 

hence one can calculate the magnetic field as linear functional of 

]



  

Proof by Neumann boundary condition.

for a spherical head we obtain then: 



  



  

Summary MEG

SQuID

Heidelberg
Neuromag, 122 SQuIDs as 
Magneto-Gradiometers



  



  

Determine synaptic currents (Action potentials lead to quadrupole currents and 
fall off to fast)

Question: Can the currents be determined uniquely from the fields outside the 
scull? (Inverse Problem)

Answer:  No (Helmholtz ca 1858)
Reason: There are current distributions which lead to fields which vanish 
outside or at the surface of the scull. 

As can be seen e.g.  from

a current in radial direction, that is 

leads to 

Problem relieved, but not resolved totally,  by simultaneous EEG and MEG 
measurement. 

0



  

Protocol of the raw data (magnetic field gradients) in all 122 channels



  

Other problem: Also the idle brain develops a lot of activity.
Energy consumption of an idle brain comparable to that of the calf of a 
marathon runner. Mental activity only increases energy consumption by 
about 20 %

Therefore noise normally of equal strength as signal.

Way out:  Many averages. Adding n probes of noise increases amplitude like 
square root of n. But n synchronized signals -- hopefully -- add, therefore 
signal-to-noise ratio increases as square root of n. 
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Brain activity as measured by MEG during silence

An episode of 100 ms                            Average over 100 episodes



  
                 Raw data and data averaged, synchronized at stimulus onset



  

headview MEG



  



  

headview EEG



  

Application in Neurophysiology:

Detection of activity:

One mesures the field at few positions, normally for EEG, (minimal one 
reference and one measuring electrode) to see if there is activity at all.

Many classical experiments have been performed in this way. 

e.g. prepotentials: There is neural activity nearly a second before muscular 
activity

Libets experiment: The person is aware of the action ca 0.3 seonds after 
the prepotential has started. 



  

Dipole fit:

One assumes a fixed number of dipoles in the head and fits their 
position, strength and direction to get optimal agreement of the 
resulting fields with the measured ones. 

resulting dipole 
current evoked by 
an acoustical 
signal, the vowel  
o, of the right 
hemsiphere of a 
single subject. 
Position and 
direction of the 
dipole were fitted 
in the indicated 
time intervals. 
ca 200 averages.



  



  

Minimal Norm Estimate

To get idea of the total current ditribution in the brain. 



  

and noise (errors)



  



  

2  Electrophysiology 



  



  

Auditory brain stem responses,
early

ABR of a human (EEG) at 
different SP levels

ABR of an anesthetized cat: uppermost 
curve EEG
the lower curves are taken invasively at 
different stages of the auditory pathway.

MEG not possible, since currents mainly radial. 



  

Mid Latency responses



  

Some Work by the MEG Group Heidelberg



  



  



  



  

Spectra of presented stimuli: Huygens and anti-Huygens noise 401praat: ritter-
bsp12.collection



  

late latency responses

x



  

Psychophysics by paired compairison



  

Note relations:
lower fr. longer latency
lower iteration longer lat. 

500 250 125 62.5 Hz



  



  

Two tones presented, one frequently  of 1 s duration (standard), one rarely 
with 1.2 sec duration (deviant)
Session unattended: watching silent movie
Session attended    : pushing a button if deviant occurs (very absorbing)

401praat: 1sec. 1.2sec



  

two dipole fit, one dipole in each 
hemisphere, turn out to be 
situated in the auditory cortices



  

two dipole fit, one dipole in each 
hemisphere, turn out to be 
situated in the auditory cortices

three dipole fit, two in the 
auditory cortices, and one 
additional free. 



  

Check with FMRI



  

Check with FMRI



  

401praat: ma_1,ma_2,ma_2,ma4



  

Grand average over all signals

Dipole fit Sum over all MEG channels

Musical tone spoken syllable ma1

praat401: ma1                                                          horn



  

The vowel oe does not occur in Chinese

ma1 is meaningful whereas mu1 has no meaning



  


